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Throughout history colours have been 
recognised as an unspoken language 
understood by all humankind, and are 
popularly connected to seasonality  
and to mood. 

Whilst deep winter influences visions of 
dramatic skies in every hue of grey, autumn 
evokes ideas of warm rustic browns and 
earthen tones. Spring brings new life and 
shades of lively greens and soft yellows 
give promise of marvels yet to come. 

Warm summer light encourages civilisation 
to slow down and soak up its surroundings 
as they peak and bloom into soft pinks  
and regal blues.

In the modern world, as urban design  
and nature collide and contrast, an eclectic 
vibe delights the mind and senses. 

The new Micromax2 shades take influence 
from the natural environment and reflect the 
drama of changing seasons. Detail makes 
all the difference, and selecting Micromax2 
unlocks the potential for your next tiling 
project to be that touch closer to nature.
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colour;  
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All colour indications  
are for guidance only.

Snow  (MM S2)

White  (MM W1)

Jasmine  (MM J1)

Manilla  (MM M1)

Pebble  (MM P1)

TRANQUIL 
TONES

Cornflower White  (MM CW1)

Peppermint  (MM P4)

Pink Champagne  (MM PC1)

Primrose  (MM P5)

VIVID 
VIEWS

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Gunmetal  (MM G1)

Smoke  (MM S1)

Dovetail  (MM D1)

Tornado Sky  (MM TS1)

Taupe Grey  (MM TG1)

Storm Grey  (MM SG1)

Anthracite  (MM A1)

Ebony  (MM E1)

GRAPHIC 
GREYS

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Walnut  (MM W2)

Hazel  (MM H1)

Mahogany  (MM M2)

WARM 
WOODS

NEW

NEW

NEW

Freedom for creativity with a  
comprehensive colour pallette 
Select the grouts trusted by professionals. 
Innovative, reliable, and developed in 
partnership with specifiers, contractors 
and fixers. Manufactured by the industry 
experts BAL; the multiple award-winning, 
market leaders for more than 50 years.



tornado skyPowerful and brooding, Tornado 
Sky draws the eye with a bluey  
grey hue, designed to bring your 
tiling project to life.

Reflecting into design
Tornado Sky is the perfect  
complement with silver or light  
grey ceramic or porcelain tiles,  
and also works well with slate. 

NEW Tornado Sky



Reflecting into design
Storm Grey is the perfect grout for 
granite, slate or other stone-effect 
tiles, or to contrast with white or 
beige wall tiles.

storm grey Captivating and powerful,  
Storm Grey is a deep shade  
of grey and is designed for 
projects that demand attention. 

NEW Storm Grey



Calm yet formal, Dovetail is a  
light and cool grey and is ideal  
for surroundings designed to 
alleviate from a riotous world.

dovetail

Reflecting into design
Dovetail contrasts well with bright 
white metros, or complements darker 
slates or stone-effect porcelain.

NEW Dovetail



Reflecting into design
Taupe Grey is perfect for earthy 
porcelain or terracotta tiles, or to 
bring a splash of colour to beige  
or white polished porcelain.

Dynamic and highlighting,  
Taupe Grey adds a warmer 
element to a neutral base and is 
perfectly balanced for a diverse 
range of projects and materials.

taupe grey

NEW Taupe Grey



primroseYellows are said to increase energy, 
enthusiasm and hope. Primrose is 
designed to complement spaces 
where a softer energy is required, 
and to encourage the creation of 
new ideas.

Reflecting into design
Soft Primrose brings a splash of 
colour to any kitchen, bathroom,  
bar or WC. Perfect with small  
white ceramics or mosaics.

NEW Primrose



peppermint Green is used to sooth the soul  
and mind, and to loosen the body. 
Peppermint is designed to restore 
balance and calm to spaces that act 
as an escape from a busy world. 

Reflecting into design
Peppermint is the perfect tone  
to complement encaustic pattern  
tiles with a hint of green, or to bring  
a splash of colour to any white or  
light grey tile.

NEW Peppermint



cornflower whiteBlue is a color that suggests 
peace and has profound effects 
on the body including helping to 
slow heart rate, promoting inner 
serenity and clarity. Cornflower 
White has a subtle elegance and  
is the perfect hue to choose for 
spaces designed for relaxation.

Reflecting into design
Cornflower White brings a subtle hint 
of colour to any wall tiling installation 
with white or light tiles.

NEW Cornflower White



pink champagne Pink is a traditionally feminine hue, 
suggesting safety,  vulnerability and 
friendship. Pink Champagne is ideal 
for environments designed for calm 
social interactions.

Reflecting into design
Pink Champagne is a design delight 
for a trendy bar, restaurant or playful 
domestic setting.

NEW Pink Champagne



mahoganyBrown is often perceived as solid, 
much like the earth, and it’s a 
color often associated with 
resilience, dependability, security, 
and safety. Mahogany is a rich, 
warm dark brown, ideal for darker 
woods with a real depth of colour.

Reflecting into design
Mahogany is a perfect fit with 
‘parquet’ style ebony or oak coloured 
floor tiles, but also brings out the rich 
colours of limestone or sandstone.

NEW Mahogany



walnut Walnut is a light and neutral brown 
and is ideal for light faux-wood.

Reflecting into design
Walnut is the perfect complementary 
grout for wood-effect porcelain 
planks or terracotta tiles.

NEW Walnut



hazelHazel is a medium-dark wood 
tone, and ideal for use with 
warmer wood effects.

Reflecting into design
Hazel perfectly complements wood 
effect porcelain planks, or contrasts 
with beige or white wall or floor tiles.

NEW Hazel



Developed as a result of extensive 
research and development, BAL 
Micromax2 offers a combination  
of previously unseen properties to 
make it ideal for virtually any wall  
or floor installation. 

Its versatility removes the need for 
different grouts as BAL Micromax2 
suits both floors and walls. Superfine, 
consistent, strong and flexible, it is a 
genuinely universal grout. It can be 
used for grout joints as narrow as  
1mm and as wide as 20mm with  
no slumping, shrinking or cracking. 
With in-built anti-mould and anti-mildew 
protection, it sets within 2-3 hours for 
fast track tiling completion. 

Now available in 20 striking shades  
to match or complement any tile or 
colour scheme, it also comes with a 
range of colour-matched silicone 
sealants (excluding Vivid Views). 

a reputation for  
consistency and  
versatility

BAL is the exclusive UK partner of Microban®, 
global leader for antimicrobial protection products. 
The Microban® technology is in-built to the grout 
formulation so it will never wash off or wear away. 

This offers unrivalled protection for safe, long-lasting 
anti-fungal solutions capable of resisting unsightly 
mould growth, guaranteed for 10 years.
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Need support with your projects? 

BAL provide free M20/M40 specifications and  
on-site support nationwide. Contact our Specification 
and Technical Teams for more information.


